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Alone in Four Walls

By Jemin Chua

Brows furrowed and palm over chest, she let out a few difﬁcult coughs as her eyebrows tightened further. “It’s very painful,”
she explained as I looked over concernedly.
Mdm Lum Lin Foong, 79, my interviewee for the day, had just been discharged from the hospital as she experienced pain in
her chest when she coughed – a condition that was evidently still bothering her.
It was by chance that Mdm Lum ﬁrst discovered
ered she had kidney failure. Going about her daily
routine, she felt under the weather for several
ral days before consulting a doctor. Upon further
investigation, she was diagnosed with end stage
age kidney failure.
Mdm Lum also suffers from hypertension, high cholesterol, and hyperuricemia. Having
underwent knee surgery twice, her legs are rather
ather weak. As such, she requires the aid of a
walking stick to move about, and at times even
en a wheelchair.
Of late, she has been plagued by the ill effectss of low blood pressure after each dialysis
session. “When I ﬁrst started dialysis, it wass all very good. I didn’t feel any after
effects at all. But recently, I always feel giddyy after my sessions, most of the time I
feel so tired that I skip dinner and sleep through
gh the night once I reach home. Every
session is such a torture,” Mdm Lum said in a resigned tone.
ch her to and fro her dialysis
Although family members take turns to fetch
sessions, and makes sure that she is safely settled down before leaving,
the most part of her days are spent alone in her 3-room HDB ﬂat. “Even
when they send me home, they never stay around
round to accompany me,”
she said wistfully.

Come February, 40
cyclists will be riding
from Singapore to
Malaysia and back
in four days, to raise
funds for KDF.
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welcomes students
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Institution.
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Living Alone
Mdm Lum has been living alone in a HDB
ﬂat within the Ghim Moh estate ever
since her husband passed away close
to 10 years ago. She manages simple
household chores like sweeping the
ﬂoor and doing the laundry in between
her dialysis treatments, albeit slowly.
Rotating between four simple dishes,
Mdm Lum cooks her own meals, but
scrimps by having the same dish for
lunch and dinner. On the days which
she has dialysis, she has to start cooking
in the morning in order to be in time
to pack her own lunch to the centre.
Groceries however, are brought to her
by her daughter so she doesn’t need to
leave the house alone.

Despite being exceptionally independent,
Mdm Lum still longs for the companionship
of her children and grandchildren,
unmistakable from the yearning
in her eyes and wide smile she had
when she was sharing her Chinese
New Year memories.
“All my children and grandchildren will
gather at my house to have reunion
dinner. It is nothing too elaborate, just
a simple Chinese dinner with dishes like
chicken, roasted pork, duck and soup.”
Despite the humble fare, Chinese New
Year is the only time of the year when all
of her family is gathered together and by
her side.
Her only regret is that she doesn’t have the
means to shower her grandchildren with
new clothes for the festivities. “I don’t have
the money nor the energy,” she shared.
As Mdm Lum’s daily expenses and
medical fees are completely borne by
her four children who earn meager
salaries and each have their own
family to support, she doesn’t have the
privilege of a lavish celebration, nor
any extra money to spoil the little ones.
With ailing health and medical bills to
fret over, a chance to be a ‘normal’
grandmother is merely a distant dream.

The Dialysis Journey
As Mdm Lum also has a history of
falling in the toilet, she has now made
it a habit to always have her mobile
phone within reach, so she can seek
help should anything happen to her.
On why she didn’t think of staying
with any of her four children, her frank
reply was: “their place is already so
crowded!” Mdm Lum further stressed
that it was her own responsibility to take
care of herself, and that her children
should only worry about taking care of
their own children.
Her favorite pastimes include watching
television and Cantonese opera, as she
can immerse in the storyline without
having to think about anything else. A
regular activity which she looks forward
to is the weekly outings to shopping
malls that her children take turns to
accompany her on.
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Mdm Lum ﬁrst started dialysis in 2009
and has been dialysing at our Ghim
Moh Centre ever since. “I like it here as

it is close to my home, so I can save on
transportation costs. Taxi fares nowadays
are so expensive you know!” she lamented.
Apart from convenience, Mdm Lum has
also made many friends at the dialysis
centre and is an active participant of
the activities organised by our social
support group - Renal Friends.
Although she has been with us for just
four years, to Mdm Lum it seems like a
lifetime ago. For kidney patients, it is
easy to lose track of time due to the
monotony of their schedule, as half
of their time is suddenly taken up by
dialysis treatments.
With the public’s support, Mdm Lum
pays slightly over $200 per month for
her dialysis treatments. This has not
only helped to lighten her children’s
ﬁnancial burden, but also alleviated
many of Mdm Lum’s concerns about
taxing her children.
At KDF where 41% of our patients are
aged above 60 years, it is not uncommon
for our elderly patients to worry about
their treatment fees and how it will
burden their families. Some do not even
have family to depend on.
In this month of celebrations and family
reunion, extend some warmth to our
patients by sending in your donations
via our business reply envelope. For
more information, visit our website at
www.kdf.org.sg.

Lunar 7th Month

Charity Auctions

It has always been a tradition of KDF to
participate in Lunar 7th Month auctions
to raise funds for needy kidney patients.
As one of our anchor fundraising
events, this year was no exception.
For the whole Lunar 7th Month, KDF’s
fundraising staff and volunteers went
out in full force to support various
auction sites islandwide.
Through the efforts and hard work of
our Chinese Community Committee
members, KDF charity ambassadors,
volunteers and staff, this month-long
campaign was an enormous success.
A grand total of $327,000 was raised for
our patients through over 50 auctions
sites and the charity launch dinner; our
most successful year yet.
‘A Safe Voyage’, our Charity Icon for the
year, was extremely well-received by
members of the Chinese community.
Some of them even nostalgically
recounted how they braved treacherous
waters many years ago, to seek a better
life here in Singapore.

‘A Safe Voyage’ is not only a reminder
of how our forefathers endured the
choppy seas to come to Singapore, it
also encompasses the aspiration for a
wholesome life and successful career.
Moreover, it signifies benevolence
and a spirit of mutual help through
charitable acts.
It was most encouraging to ﬁnd that
at some auction sites our charity icon
not only drew bids from Chinese
guests but also from fellow Indian
and Malay Singaporeans.
This year, three charity icons were
successfully auctioned off at $250,000
each and another ﬁve at more than
$10,000 each.
Loyang Offshore Supply Base once
again emerged as our top site
which received the highest bid in
a single auction. Outbidding other
charitable men and women, Mr
Lim Ah Hoo brought home ‘A Safe
Voyage’ with his winning bid of
$250,000 that night.

Translated by Jemin Chua

KDF would like to extend our deepest
gratitude to the organising committees
of these Lunar 7th Month events, for
generously providing us with a platform
to reach new donors and allocating
precious time for KDF to conduct our
charity auctions.
We are particularly thankful towards the
group of altruistic organisers who made
the effort to ensure that KDF was given
the best time slot of the evening, and
also organisers like ASPRI, who warmly
extended an invitation to KDF to auction
our charity icon at their site.
Last but not least, KDF would like to
thank all who supported us during the
Lunar 7th Month, especially our donors.
We sincerely hope that ‘A Safe Voyage’
would bring you good fortune and a little
bit more hope to our needy patients.
If you would like to acquire ‘A Safe
Voyage’ and aid us in our cause at the
same time, please contact Ms Shelley Lu
at 65592653 or email luxu@kdf.org.sg.
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Ride of the Millennium
KDF has begun a new journey to organise
a charity event from Singapore to Malaysia
and back, on two wheels. Aptly named
the ‘KDF Millennium Ride 2014’, this longdistance, cross border ride is sure to become
the new accolade for KDF in 2014.
From the 25th – 28th of February, a group
of cycling enthusiasts will be cycling from
Singapore to Malaysia and back, challenging
1,000 kilometres in four days, in a bid to
raise at least $300,000 to help defray the
costs of dialysis treatments for our patients.
Each cyclist will be ﬂying the ﬂag of KDF
and is required to raise a minimum of $500
from friends, family and members of the

public in support of their participation in
this charity cycling marathon.
KDF’s afﬁnity with cycling ﬁrst began in
year 1998 when we were chosen as the
beneﬁciary for a charity cycling event, we
beneﬁtted again subsequently in year 2000
and 2006. This year however, KDF will be
organising our very own cycling event with
help from a group of big-hearted cyclists
who believe strongly in combining their
interest with contributing to the betterment
of society.
The EPIC Cyclist group was formed
approximately two years ago and brought

by Jemin Chua
together by veteran volunteer and seasoned
cyclist, Mr Clifford Lee. The seven founding
members of the group include: Clifford Lee,
Kathryn Lee, John Koh, Heng, Lawrence
Loh, Benny Goh and Kelvin Tan. Find out
more about ﬁve of them in the cyclist
proﬁle section below.
Having conducted several trial rides
last year, the EPIC Cyclist group is now
stronger than ever, with a pool of top
performing local cyclists hailing from
diverse backgrounds on board. Visit
the event Facebook page for the latest
news and timely updates on http://www.
facebook.com/the.epic.ride

Kelvin Tan (39)
a.k.a.
Lawrence Loh (28)
8)
a.k.a.

IRONMAN
“I think it is a brilliant idea to put charity
together with cycling to raise funds for the
needy. There is nothing better than riding
with a bunch of good friends and helping
a good cause at the same time.”
In his 8 years of riding, this competitive and
endurance rider has been all over the globe
(China, France, Thailand, Edinburgh, England)
in search of greater challenges.
In 2013, he left his mark in England by being
the ﬁrst cyclist from Singapore to participate in
the London-Edinburgh-London 1,400 kilometres
challenge within 106 hours. Three years prior,
he even rode from Singapore to China.
His dream is to qualify for the world’s toughest
bicycle race – the Race Across America (RAAM).
Passionate about cycling and equally concerned
about the community, he sees the KDF
Millennium Ride as an opportunity for a bunch
of good friends and fellow cyclists with a good
heart to make a difference to society.
His motto: “Nothing is impossible. EPIC
Cyclist will make it happen!”

The GUARDIAN
“The will of each cyclist to complete this
journey as a team demonstrates the true
spirit of cycling for charity. As cyclists,
we move forward together to complete
the journey, leaving no man behind. This
attitude also applies to how we should
treat the needy within our society.”
This home décor and furnishing specialist hails
from humble beginnings, having left school
at a young age to take on manual jobs and
eventually developing the prized skill-set he
has today.
Cycling first started off as a means of
transportation for this down-to-earth individual,
when he shuttled between school and his
workplace.
It was only two years ago that he started
competitive cycling. He now spends his
weekends cycling in Malaysia and has also
participated in several overseas cycling events.
Reluctant to elaborate on his achievements,
he humbly offers that he once rode from
Singapore to Malacca and back in one day.
Strict on cyclists’ safety, he meticulously
watches out for others when cycling in a
group. He also makes an effort to mentor and
impart his experience and skills with newer
cyclists, whom he hopes can assume his role
and pass it on.
His motto: “Opportunities are open only
for those well prepared.”
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Benny Goh (41)
a.k.a.

The EXPLORER
“Cycling for charity has been a great
experience, as it is not only about cycling
but also about meeting new people. For
this upcoming 1,000 kilometres ride, I
can only share that it will be yet another
challenge.”
Technical manager by day and avid mountain
biker in his spare time, cycling became his new
found passion after a post-surgery hiatus from
physical activities 15 years back.
Just four years ago, he started cycling and
it helped to regain his fitness and health.
He then started cycling more frequently,
now almost thrice a week to Malaysia.
It is the freedom of travelling alone, discovering
new places and people-watching the locals
that he enjoys the most. He then shares these
new ‘discoveries’ with fellow cyclists who also
enjoy venturing into new places.
The Millennium Ride 2014 will be his second
charity ride and he is looking forward to this
new challenge.

Fundraising efforts for the event are
currently ongoing; you can show your
support for individual cyclists by donating
through GIVEasia (http://www.giveasia.
org/movement/kdf_millenium_ride_2014/)
or by sending us a cheque stating which
cyclist you wish to root for. You may also
make an outright donation to KDF to
support this event.
For more details on how you can help or to
explore sponsorship opportunities, please
contact Ms Samantha Png at 65592647 or
email samantha.png@kdf.org.sg. Your support
will most deﬁnitely go a long way to help the
needy kidney patients under our care.

Kathryn Lee (54)
a.k.a.
John Koh (44)
a.k.a.

BIG JOHN
“There is much to learn by being among
those challenged by life’s circumstances.
The connection has always been set in
stark reality. Cycling for charity is a natural
progression, to help further their medical
care and well-being.”
This former corporate high-ﬂyer resolutely
traded his suit and tie for more time with his
two lovely daughters and loving wife some
years ago.
He currently works as a physiotherapist and
spends his free time cycling and enjoying the
great outdoors with his equally active family.
Three years ago, he took to cycling under the
inﬂuence of his clients. It was tough and painful
from the start, and it got more challenging as he
began riding with different groups. Although he
does not cycle competitively, he has participated
in several endurance rides overseas.
The Audax ride in Bali was his most humbling
trip thus far. There, he braved mountains and
alps, covering 400 kilometres a day. It made
him understand that one has to earn his place
in nature before nature embraces him, but only
a few will make that mark.

The SUPERMUM
“Cycling for charity is great! It not only
helps to raise funds and create awareness,
it also promotes a healthy lifestyle by
encouraging people to take up sports,
even at our age (past 50). It’s doing two
wonderful things at one go.”
This petite mother of two is a sports enthusiast
who not only cycles, but also enjoys inline
skating and ice-skating.
Some years back, she and a group of cyclists
started cycling to Malaysia over the weekends,
and it was on one such trip that she met Heng.
She was awestruck when she heard that he
had completed the Paris-Brest-Paris that was
more than a thousand kilometres, and started
wondering if she could accomplish that.
Gradually, she started participating in long
distance rides, and was the only woman to
complete a two-day round trip from Singapore
to Malacca in EPIC cyclist’s ﬁrst charity ride.
Although she cannot cycle as fast as the others,
she takes pride in her determination and level
of endurance in cycling long distances.
Her motto: “Just try and go for it. Don’t
have to worry too much.”

His motto: “Take small steps.”
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Learning Journey to KDF

On 22nd August 2013, KDF played
host to a group of seven students
from Rafﬂes Institution at our Bishan
centre as part of their learning journey.
A unique and rare opportunity, the
visit allowed the boys to gain valuable
insights into kidney failure, the process
of dialysis and the operations of a
dialysis centre.

witnessed our patients undergoing
treatment. Overall, the students enjoyed
their ﬁeld trip and left our centre with a
better understanding of how kidneys work
and the dialysis process. The reﬂections
of the teacher and students of Rafﬂes
Institution summed up their experience
at our centre as they shared with us their
learning points from the trip.

The visit kick-started with a short
presentation on KDF and its programmes,
adding more meaning to their trip as this
enabled the students to learn more about
KDF’s patient proﬁle and the work of
the Foundation. Next, an educational
presentation was conducted to introduce
the boys to kidney disease and dialysis.
It was a heartening sight to witness
the students and teacher taking part
actively during the presentation and
Q&A segment.

The learning journey to KDF’s kidney
dialysis centre enriched the students
with proper knowledge of kidney
function, kidney failure and the
operation of kidney dialysis machines.

The second part of the visit included a
tour around KDF’s Bishan centre. Having
been introduced to the basics of dialysis
during the earlier presentation, the tour
served to enhance their knowledge and
understanding of dialysis. The students
were visibly excited as they were led
around the dialysis centre in two
groups. Not only were they given the
opportunity to view the dialysis process
up close, the tour also allowed the
students to become more empathetic
towards the needy and ill as they
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Sharing from the staff enabled the
students to better understand the
limitations of patients in terms of
lifestyle and diet, and the pros and cons
of treatment methods. The students
were humbled by the fact that these
patients, despite having to be on dialysis
daily, had a positive outlook on life.
This understanding prompted them to
share their knowledge of kidney failure
with their loved ones and friends.
Looking at the bigger picture, students
who attended this learning journey are
in some ways, ambassadors to advocate
the public on a better understanding of
kidney failure and the various ways to
prevent kidney failure.
- Ms Geraldine Tan Shu Hui, Teacher
at Rafﬂes Institution

by Alina Tee

The lifestyle of the patient (struck me
the most during this ﬁeld trip). Dialysis
is very time-consuming and patients
will have to make signiﬁcant changes
to their daily schedules in order to cope.
We should take care of our body and
watch what we eat in order to prevent
such things from happening to us.
- Morris Yang Cheng Yuan, Rafﬂes
Institution Year One student
Kidney failure can change one’s life
forever. He/she has to change their entire
lifestyle completely and be under dialysis
for the rest of their lives, or at least until
they receive a transplant. Despite their
fate when they are diagnosed with
kidney failure, they still face life with
smiles, so from this, I learnt that we
have nothing to complain about our
lives, and should appreciate it when we
are still healthy and do not have to go
through the type of pain and suffering
that these patients have to undergo.
- Ryan Siew Jin En, Rafﬂes Institution
Year Three student
One of KDF’s commitments is to promote
public awareness and education of
kidney diseases and we are very
thankful for this opportunity to spend
an afternoon with the Rafﬂes Institution
students. Until the next visit!

Glomerulonephritis Part 1
Glomerulonephritis is the second most common cause of kidney disease in
Singapore, the ﬁrst being diabetes mellitus.

Cross-Section
of Kidney

What is glomerulonephritis?
Glomerulonephritis refers to the inﬂammation and scarring of the kidney ﬁlters.
There are different types of glomerulonephritis. Infections by bacteria, virus
and parasite can cause glomerulonephritis through its effect on the immune
system. Autoimmune diseases such as systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE)
and IgA Nephropathy are other types of glomerulonephritis. In Singapore, IgA
Nephropathy is the most common form of primary glomerulonephritis.

How does glomerulonephritis come about?
When a person has infection or autoimmune disease, the ﬁghter cells in the body
react to cause antigen and antibody complexes to form in the blood stream.
When the blood with these complexes reaches the kidney ﬁlters (glomeruli),
the ﬁlters become inﬂamed and scarred from the insult. In severe cases, kidney
ﬁlters die and the ability of the kidney to remove the extra waste products and
water decreases.

Nephron
Glomerulus

How are these antigen and antibody complexes formed?
Antibodies are made by the body in an attempt to eliminate foreign matter
(antigen). An antibody is an agent, which can attach to an antigen that it is
trying to destroy, thus forming antigen and antibody complexes. When the
immune system is over-reactive, abnormal antibodies or abnormally high levels of
antibodies are produced. Other problems include an inability of the body to clear
these complexes from the blood stream. In many types of glomerulonephritis,
the antigen is often not known. Occasionally the antigen is the body’s own
tissues or even the kidney itself. It is often not clear why these complexes form.

Blood Vessels

What are the signs and symptoms of glomerulonephritis?
Glomerulonephritis usually has no signs and symptoms until the kidney ﬁlters
are damaged. Therefore, if the disease is in an early stage, it is usually detected
following pre-employment or life insurance screening as presence of blood or
protein in the urine. In Singapore, cases of young men with glomerulonephritis
are picked up through a routine medical examination during their National
Service. Some other types of glomerulonephritis are associated with skin or
joint disorders and may be detected when patients seek treatment for their
joint or skin problems.
When the kidneys are severely damaged, a person may present with
complaints related to kidney failure, which include:
• Headache, nausea, vomiting, fever, chills
• Less urine output because of reduced urine production
• Swelling especially in the face, hands and feet (edema) due to water and
salt retention
• High blood pressure which is >130/80 mmHg (Hypertension)

What investigations are performed to identify glomerulonephritis?
• Urine sample to check for presence of blood protein.
• 24 hours urine collection and blood samples to assess kidney function and amount of protein passed out in the urine.
• A renal biopsy (a tissue taken from the kidney) to determine the type of kidney disease. It is usually done when the disease
is more advanced and more speciﬁc treatment options need to be considered.
Now that you have the basic knowledge of Glomerulonephritis and the signs to look out for, in the next issue of this two-part
series, we will be touching on the outlook and treatment options for patients diagnosed with Glomerulonephritis. This will be
published in our April issue.
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Fun with Health!

"Who says health cannot be fun?"
Name a word that frequently appears in KDF’s publications and collaterals. If your
answer is ‘Dialysis’, give yourself a pat on the back!
In this issue, we challenge you to test your basic knowledge of dialysis with this short
quiz and compare scores with your friends and family. Have fun!
(Answers can be found at the bottom of the page)
Question

Answer

1) Dialysis is the only treatment option for kidney failure

True / False

2) Dialysis can replace all of the functions of our kidneys

True / False

3) There is only one form of dialysis

True / False

4) The moment one is diagnosed with kidney failure, dialysis must
commence immediately

True / False

5) Haemodialysis allows for waste and excess ﬂuid to be removed from the
blood

True / False

6) Typically, haemodialysis is performed 3 times a week, and usually takes
about 4 hours each time

True / False

7) Patients undergoing haemodialysis cannot travel overseas

True / False

8) Peritoneal dialysis can only be done at home

True / False

9) Patients on peritoneal dialysis face lesser dietary and ﬂuid restrictions

True / False

10) Peritoneal Dialysis uses the membrane in the patient’s abdominal
cavity as a ﬁlter

True / False

On a scale of 0 to 10, my score is:
0-4: Looks like I have to build up on my knowledge of dialysis.
5-7: I’m doing okay but there is still room for improvement.
8-10: Great! Seems like I have a sound understanding of the basics of dialysis.

What would you like to see
more of in our Fun with Health section?

Your opinion is important to us. Please share your thoughts with us.
Word Puzzles

Cut-Out Puzzles

Health quizzes and trivia

Picture/Illustration-based games

Others: please specify _________________________

(eg. Draw your kidney, Spot the difference)

What do you think of this issue’s quiz?
Too Difﬁcult
Boring

Moderately Fun

Please have more of this!

Name _______________________________________________________________________________ Age _____________
Email __________________________________________________________________________________________________
Please fax this section to 6225 0080 or mail it back to Resource Development & Communications Department at Blk 333
Kreta Ayer Road #03-33 S(080333). Alternatively, you could mail it back to us together with your donation in the Business
Reply Envelope provided.
Answers:

1) False

2) False

3) False

4) False

5) True

6) True

7) False

8) False

9) True

10) True
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Thank You for Your Kindness
KDF is fortunate to receive continuous
assistance from our longstanding
supporters in the community. In
recent months, we were selected
as beneﬁciaries of several third party
fundraising events. Our sincere gratitude
goes out to these organisations for their
unwavering support and contribution
over the years.

SICC May Day Charity 2013
An annual tradition of the Singapore
Island Country Club (SICC), 2013 marks
the 42nd anniversary of the SICC May
Day Charity campaign. Supported by
SICC members, corporate sponsors
and other donors, the SICC May Day
Charity comprised of a series of events,
including a gala dinner graced by
President Tony Tan Keng Yam, a charity
auction and the iconic golf tournament.

byy Alina Tee

at the Island Clubhouse where the
generous sponsors were acknowledged
with tokens of appreciation. KDF
Director Mr Peter Tan also received a
cheque donation of $10,000 during the
event. In all, the SICC May Day Charity
2013 raised more than $900,000 for
various charities, beneﬁtting the less
fortunate in our society. We would like
to thank SICC and its members and
sponsors for the generous donation.

SCAL Annual Charity Golf
Tournament 2013
In September 2013, KDF was once again
chosen as one of the beneﬁciaries of
The Singapore Contractors Association
Limited (SCAL) Annual Charity Golf
Tournament 2013. Golﬁng enthusiasts
stood united in their shared goal as
they teed off in the name of charity.

On 16 September 2013, KDF was
invited to an appreciation luncheon

KDF had the pleasure of attending the
SCAL Annual Dinner 2013, held on

The Christmas

Ensemble

In the month of December, several groups
of KDF volunteers gathered amongst the
streets of Orchard Road and shopping
malls to spread the festive cheer. The
theme we adopted this year was “The
Gift of Time” – volunteers from the local
tertiary institutions gave their time by
participating in our Christmas busking
activity all in the name of charity.

encouraged to share their photos on
social media platforms using the hashtags: #KDFsg and #GivingTuesdaySG
(as popularised by the nation-wide
Giving Tuesday campaign.)

27 September
b 2013 at the
h Shangri-la
h
il
Hotel Island Ballroom. Graced by Acting
Minister of Manpower Mr Tan ChuanJin, the dinner was a grand affair with
sumptuous cuisine and entertaining
performances. During the dinner, KDF
Director Mr Bernie Poh was presented
with a cheque donation of $30,000.
Thank you SCAL for the generosity.

by Samantha Png

Donations streamed in through our
donation boxes as passers-by displayed
their charitable spirit in supporting
the vision of KDF – ensuring that no
kidney patients perish due to the lack
of funds for dialysis.

Over a span of two weeks, groups of
students from Nanyang Technological
University, Ngee Ann Polytechnic and
Nanyang Polytechnic took to the streets
to entertain the festive crowd with
their voices by belting out Christmas
tunes ranging from the commonly
sung carols to popular songs usually
associated with the festival.

Photographs of the event and videos
of the performances may be viewed
on our KDF Facebook page (www.
facebook.com/KDFsg) as well as on our
Youtube channel (www.youtube.com/
KDFcomms).

While the public delighted in the
melodic tunes, a fringe event also took
place – a team of roving Christmas
Photo Booth volunteers partook in
the festivities by engaging the public
through photo taking opportunities
with fun Christmas props. They were

KDF is encouraged by these groups of
youths as they exercise their spirit of
volunteerism through this partnership.
All of us at KDF would like to thank
them for their support towards the
Foundation and we hope for more of
such opportunities in future!
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ĩIgA NephropathyĪ၁൦ഷུ౷ྦྷഷဈ֭
ਾ၊Ѱႁhᄥྕࡎ௩ĭ૯ၮ౷֙Ϫॎเ
ྦྷഷ࠭ѰĩIgA NephropathyĪ൦ቓӐࡶ֭
ჸྦྷهഷུ౷ྦྷഷဈ֭هѰჸႁh
ഷུ౷ྦྷഷဈೊྡލӶŀ
֚၊۹ಮႽ഻ູ༆ۓಡࠏߙሹമ૯ၮྦྷ
࠭Ѱĭเ֭૯ၮ༭Ўफ़Ӊ഻ำၻྦྷ
֭ॎѰॎเĭ֚ॎเიѰჸเٙ႓ĭ
ऄᄥ၉ᇗྡӶਜॎჸĮॎเĩAntigen
 AntibodyĪގڷ༆hᆋོॎჸĮॎเڷ
ގ༆ߔᇈഷུ౷ĭफ़ᄷӶഷུ౷֭
෭ഌh౮ঋကᇟĭഷུ౷༭Ў߾Ьຣ
ಎ௭ߒĭᆋऄကᇟႝཡਜഷᄫ֭܇ݞ
େތ౪Ԫٴ༆֭େ৷h
ॎჸĮॎเގڷ༆൦ೊྡލӶŀ
ॎเĩAntibodyĪ൦เແ૽ປধၻ
༆ĩॎჸĮAntigenĪؿӉ഻֭ำၻྦྷ૯
ၮ౷֙ϪhେތॎჸำၻྦྷׁྡӶॎ
ჸĮॎเގڷ༆ؿ౪Ԫປধၻ༆h֚૯ၮ
༪܇େၻӐĭเऄ߾Ӊ഻ݞਐ֭

ॎเࠏҊᆦӐ֭૯ၮٙ႓ĭ՞֥ؿᇉݞ
ਐ֭ॎჸĮॎเގڷ༆֭ྡӶhᄥഷུ౷
ྦྷഷဈ֭Ѱৰᇗĭ֥ᇉ࠭Ѱ֭ॎჸӶڂ
फ़େ൦ሹമ֭ᆶĭ֔ପవߖҊ౪ԫແ
ુ߾ႽᆋᇝॎჸĮॎเގڷ༆֭ྡӶh
ഷུ౷ྦྷഷဈႽુᆠᆀŀ
ᄥഷུ౷Ь෭ഌĭഷུ౷ྦྷഷဈӐ
ૈႽ༽ᆀތᆩሙhႁՖѰᆩ֭Ԣఁ
Ӑ൦ܮݞవĭಮ൸Дཊࠏڣ૾ݛၪ
వ֭മเࡧҸĭЏছଢ଼၉ࡧယধಚׯh
ఋᇝ֭ഷུ౷ྦྷഷဈიோࢳܹࠏڙ
െנႽܹhᆋफ़ၣᄥߙᆈ౸ோܹࠏڙ
ࢳᇕਗهཋh
֚ഷᄫကᇟൻ෭ĭѰಮफ़େ߾ႁഷජࢸ
Ⴝၣ༷ᆩሙĻ
• ĭྗظĭĭهഖĭهৗh
• ଢ଼ਐࡰചؿ൘எଢ଼ՙගࡰചh
• ණތڂ֭ڂᇔ֥ؿᇉҎތශᆲ
ڤᇞh
• ۢݞ130/80mmHgĩۢĪh
္ࡳׯഷུ౷ྦྷഷဈྻ္ુࡧယŀ
• ଢ଼၉ဪЯĭࡧယ൦ږձᄥ֙Ϫތ༭Ў h
• ུଢ଼၉൴ࠪތ၉ဪЯĭࡧယ
၉ތଢ଼၉ᇗ֭ࠜෞᴆݫਐĭၣಚׯഷᄫ
֭எྌ܇େུތଢ଼֙Ϫ֭ݫਐh
• ഷࠋᆶࡧယĩ՞ഷᄫ಄ԣུਐഷུ
౷༭ЎĪĭၣಚׯഷᄫ֭ᇝhᆋࡧယ
Ӑ൦ᄥ࠭Ѱ࣑၊Ҍ္ྻؿߌظል֭
ᇕਗҔ࣑ྣh

ဓࡦ ઢ

ഷᄫౕ֭ޠ

ഷჵ
ഷུ౷

ܽ

ၺİ࿄

ᄥ ് مᄍ ൄ ֗ వ ༛ĭഷ ᄫ  ། ࠖ ࣉ
ĩKDFĪႽ࠳फ़ρ֭ၴ܅ܓऒࢳ
੦ࠫܛ༆ӎཧ੦ಮԶࢳ׆ಸ֭༧ᄎh
ধሹЯׁվል࿘֭ڱၴ܅ແਜՓഇำ
ѡཌԣ֭Зݔĭҝიᇾ
ແu֭݃ؾvĩThe Gift of TimeĪ֭
ൄ֗ࢯўဎԜঃྣh
ᆤᆤ۹ྚఁĭধሹဤৠ܅վ࿘gၴ
υৠ܅࿘ᄅތဤৠ܅࿘ᄅ֭࿘഻ᄥ
ধາ֭ಮӞᇗແ੦ಮ٪ഺۢ۫ൄ֗h՞
ු۫ဴ֦ੈྣࣉ౿ĭၣҊ౿נ
֭ൄ֗۫౿ཧಮԶ׆ბᄎތለڦh
֚ᇡಮӮࣗᄥ્ૻ֭࿐ᇗĭKDFำ
ѡሡЩ֭ᇣѐࠋ၁ᄥ၊ᅢिhਾ၊
ಝҝიՖՙለࠋ֭ၴ܅Ӷੈ
ᅾཕؚༀĭာ੦ಮႰۺᇝႽಇ֭ൄ
֗֩खᅾhߖᄥၴ֭܅ာ
7 Дࡺİࠋ

ݞᆋ၊ఁ֭Дࡺᅫĭ༘ິᅯਜഷ
ུ౷ྦྷഷဈ֭ࠖЯᆱൕۆތሇၱ֭ᆩሙh
༷၊ఁ{ഷ།Й|ࢄธัഷུ౷ྦྷ
ഷဈߙᆈ֭Ѱӹهᅢၣࠫఋᇕਗ٢ϋh

༷ࢄᅾٻར֦ັખനฃѱս
ഐu#KDFsgvތu#GivingTuesdaySGv
֭ћమh
੦ಮ֭टঃ၁ټټႬ֭टঃ
ཙĭ֭ऐԑٻᅬཉਜKDFಚДૌ
၊໒ഷᄫѰߙҊ߾ႁແ৷ӽ།ᇕ
ਗؿٶെಈྦྷଉ֭൘ଉh
Ֆՙࠋ֭ᅾތ൲फ़ᄥKDF֭
Вĩw w w.facebook.com/KDFsgĪތ
Youtube֭KDF֩ĩwww.youtube.
com/KDFcommsĪᛚh
2+-Ьᆋಝ୕౦ၴ܅ࠚࠦѱಲᆏੳྣ
ၴ܅ᄻಱ֭යലܥhᄥՖྎۓ
؛ࠖࣉ߾֭վ৷ᆮԃĭ၁ఁ
ֈᄥࢄধႽࡇ߾֭ࠗاۿ࿋ގቜh

ۣಘཌ

Đၹႁۣ੪ᇄབ@đ

ଯ၊۹Օნቓׁٖԣཋᄥഷᄫ།ࠖࣉĩKDFĪ֭ԣϹॄ༆ތ࿎Զሯਠৢŀೊݜ
֭ջϋ൦u།vĭଲુۻሹ࠵၊۹ᅯഺϜ
ᄥᆋ၊ఁДࡺ౽ᇗĭࢄұұ؛།ࠖЯᆱൕ֭ਜࢻӹ؏hႰᆋོ֎֭
ջĭ֭ތႾࡍތಮййॉඪ֭֬ٻගۢh
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1
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2
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3
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4
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5
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6
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7
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8
 Īڼଏ།ᇕਗᇂେᄥࡍৢ࣑ྣh
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9
 Īࢬൻڼଏ།ᇕਗ֭Ѱߙਪࢨച֭ႊནᇍh
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10Ī
 ڼଏ།৮ႰѰߙเ֭ీڼଏແݞఞh

ĩ؛İոĪ

֭֬ٻ൦Ļ
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֭ၱࡶ؛ޛᇟ္ĭიٻར֭ॉٍh
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ማڐቦ

ಱቲǈ

ၺİ࿄gқႭᏫ

ഷ ᄫ  ། ࠖ ࣉĩK D FĪࢄ ᄥ ࣊ ୕ 2 ᄍ
׀ऐϿ൶۹վྠॼݛၴఖࠋĭແ
ఓ༷֭ѰߙԜଧഇঃhᆋལଉଈແ
{KDF2014Փഇ֎Ӣજঠෆ|֭ӑᄁ
ྣĭऒࠪᇡ࢞اӢނ൵ĭঠվؚ՞ྕࡎ
௩ఖາਫݛજধ༎ĭᄤٚߵݛĭແ
KDFᄤ৳ৢӹПh
2014୕2ᄍ25ᇈ28ಸĭ40ଈ࢞Ӣࢄނ
๏ᅦශ็ఖྣ1000ৢ܌੦ӹĭ՞ྕ
ࡎ௩ࣤજࡒgܹ֍g۞ുچĭᄤఖߵ

Kelvin Tan (39)

u൷߁ᆈv
Benny Goh (41)
Lawrence Loh (28)
uۙ๕ಮv
uେࢄܜఖ࢞ӢތՓഇཕࢺގແচಮ
൞Ԝࠪഇঃĭब֬ᆋ۹ᇾၱᆏ൦ฆЇ
ਜhେތ၊ಝނႾ၊గఖӢĭߖେ
ቛഇൡĭૈႽйᆋ֭ނۿਜhv
ᄥϞ୕֭࢞Ӣ഻ᇗĭᆋ໒ႏႯނᅦ
֭๕ݹӢ൵ၠࣤҗሪ֭࢞Ӣఖཧಎൟ
ࣀĩᇗݛgٍݛgคݛgρרЕgႏݛĪh
ᄥ2013୕ĭӶແ׃၊໒ᄥႏݛၣ106
ུຣӶઆ؟ĮρרЕĮઆ֭؟1400܌
ৢ࢞Ӣ๏ᅦ֭ྕࡎ௩ఖ൞hೠ୕వĭ
ശᇈ՞ྕࡎ௩ఖӢ֦ᇗݛh
 ֭  འ ൦ ༘ ິ Ⴝ ሯ۴ ҝ ࡎ ಎ ౷ ቓ
ҟॶ֭࢞ӢࣱĮޠԴ્ݛఖྣվ
ĩRAAMĪh
փሪ࢞؛Ӣ֭আಫρ؛ތނന߾ܹ֭
ρĭࢄ2+-Փഇ࢞Ӣજঠෆቜແ၊۹
იނႾތӢႾ၊ړཌρྗgۇѕന
߾્֭߾ࠗނh
֭ಮ഻۴စĻ
u၊ౕࢭႽफ़େhEPIC
CyclistӢ൵ࢄԿᄷࠞv

uᆤ۹ؚ၊ຣӶՖՙੲӹĭದಮ
ઃ֦ᆏᆦແՓഇ֭ྣؿఖ൞ലĭᆋ
൦ҝࡎՖՙࠋ֭ૌ၊໒ρྗఖ൞֭
ྗᄃhቜແఖ൞ĭఒྗྀ৷ຣӶ၊ՙ
ੲӹĭभҊ༷ಱލ၊ಮhᆋᇝง؏
၁൦؛ֈന߾ᇗ֭Ҋྥಮ൞
႓Ⴝ֭hv

uธ෴ࡍv

ᆋ໒ԣമࡍ֭ሕ᜕ልࡍĭ୕ུޛ
ࡈऄຄ࿘ቛగᄞ܅ĭቓᇜҔؔਇԣ࣊็
֭ᅨ࠷ၤh

࢞ӢቓԢᇂҊݞ൦າٚჇ࿘ྲྀ܅ތ
ቜ֭օҌ܅खh୕వҔि൛ҝი
࢞Ӣࣱ࠷hཋᄥ࠳ૌ۹ᇣଔ߾
ᄥજধ༎ఖӢĭ၁ҝࡎ၊ོݢປ֭
࢞Ӣൡh

ᆋ໒࠷ඔࣤৠࢄ֭၄Ⴭ߅ᄥ
ׁ࢞ӢഐĭఖӢӶແᄥ15୕వႁ൵ඔ
ᇀ၊ౕเცᄖྕ֭ρނh

ֶ֭נѱҊᄃاሹ࠵ᄥۺվ࢞Ӣ
ൡഐ಄֭֬Ӷऄĭᇂࠫ၊ՙᄥ࣏
࣏၊็ఖӢ՞ྕࡎ௩֦જࡒᄤٚߵ
֭ࣤ৭h
؛Ӣ൵֭υಎำѡܹྗ֭ĭᄥུఖ
Ӣቁ൦٬Ӑስ༭ׁᅾॉሪఋӢႾh
֚ႽྕӢႾࡎĭ၁ቁ൦٬Ӑସྗ
ׁཧԶ൹ሹ࠵֭ఖӢࣤယ࠷ތĭ
༘ິݞሹ࠵֭စԶമࢥದ؛٢फ़ၣࡇ
ӽ֭໒ᇊѱԶӽ༷ಈh
֭ಮ഻۴စĻ
uࠗ߾ᆵႭᄁཧႽሡ
Щ֭ಮӕिhv

5 ำ྇

uՓഇၴఖ൦၊ᇝޛЇ֭ࣤယĭႁແᆋ
Ҋ࣏࣏൦ఖӢĭߖେಲൕྕႾh؛Ⴧ
ࢄ֦ধ֭1000ৢ܌Փഇ֎Ӣજঠෆĭ
ᇂେᆋ൦၊۹ಎྕ֭๏ᅦhv

վᄇශ୕వि൛ఖ࢞Ӣĭؿᆋ၁Ђ
ሁ߳ڷਜเେࡺތॊh՞Ֆᆵĭ
єि൛ٖఖӢĭཋᄥ࠳ૌྚఁఖӢ
ೠՙಈજধ༎h
ቓརൻ؇ሹఖӢੲྣ֭ሹႶĭႁແफ़
ၣቄ࣑ྕׁ֭ჟĭܼһׁ֚ಮ഻֭ࠋh
ੲྣĭߖ߾ࢄᆋོuྕهཋvތ
ဪ༧ߓธ෴ྕׁ֭ӢႾٻརh
KDF2014Փഇ֎Ӣજঠෆࢄ߾൦م׃
ՙҝࡎՓഇఖӢԜঃࠋĭ၁٬Ӑఁ
ֈᆋ۹ྕ๏ᅦh

ྕࡎ௩ĭᇃᄥແKDF֭ѰߙԜଧ30ຫჵ
֭ᇕਗٶႰhແਜେದاۿಮಲൕ֦KDF
ၣࠫЂሁ֭ഷᄫѰߙᆈĭૌ໒ρ
ྗఖ൞၁ྻބᆂజႾĭແࠋԜ֬
ᇈച500ჵҔେҝიՖལՓഇࠋh
1998୕KDF൶ՙЬ࿒ແՓഇ࢞Ӣࠋ
֭ൻၵเĭ՞Ֆࢺ༷ਜი࢞Ӣఖ
൞֭Ҋࢻᆵᄀh୕࣊ؿĭKDFᄥ၊ಝྗ
༪ന߾ĭѱᄃၱࢄሹ࠵֭ྞಇიՓഇཕ
ࢺ֭࢞ގӢρނᆈ֭Ђሁᆵ༷ĭभׯᇾ
Ͽᆋ၊ལӑՓഇ֎Ӣજঠෆࠋh
ၣ Clifford Lee ແ൶֭ EPIC Cyclist เᄇ
୕వӶ৳ĭႶఆଈྗފӶჼӶĭ
ٻѡ൦ĻClifford LeeĭKathryn LeeĭJohn

KohĭHengĭLawrence LohĭBenny Goh
 ތKelvin Tanh
༷ۀഐఋᇗಮ֭ࣂĭ
འۿਜࢻ֭Фࣧތ৭ӹĭफ़
ၣҝᄏh
৭ࣤ࠳ՙሯ۴ĭEPIC Cyclist ᄤ഻่
৷ळĭफ़ࠀࠪਜྕࡎ௩ቓ֭࢞
Ӣ ނ൵hվࡍಞФࣧ ᝍၻĭಗྗ
ྀ৷ແՓഇڹԣhའࠎ֬ࠋ׃֭
၊൵༗फ़֦ࠋ֭ҍል၂ht tp: //
www.facebook.com/the.epic.ridLh

ᆮႷ֦KDFĭѱ౪ԫሇ൦འᆮ
ԃЯՙࠋĭࠏ൦ఋᇗ၊ଈρྗఖ൞h
შ࣑ྣ၄ᄩሁ֭ధัތઊĭ৻ખ
Samanthaུࢼĭ৻ખߍא65592647ĭא
Ⴗׁᆾsamantha.png@kdf.org.sgh
֭ഇऐщׯେແKDF֭Ѱߙփধނ્ۿ
໋֭ধh

टঃ֭ଧࠪପవᆦೊࠍೊᑊ࣑֭ྣĭშ
ᆮԃྗၖ֭ρྗఖ൞फ़ၣ֦GIVEasia
ĩhttp://giveasia.org/movement/kdf_
millennium_ride_2014Īटঃĭ၁फ़ၣࢄ

Kathryn Lee (54)
John Koh (44)

uվॾv
u༧ߓތଲོი഻ࠋᇗ֭ᇝᇝচ଼ቜ
ॎᆢ֭ಮੈĭႁແቁେᄥമഐ࿘
༥֦࿀اh֭ੈЬҟॶ֭ཋൔ഻
႟ׁІׯhႁՖĭແਜᅾܬಝเ֭
υॊڦ৮ĭఖӢቛՓഇĭ؛ؿစ൦ቓ
ሹಞҊ֭ݞൡhv
ᅃࣤ൦చ၄֭ۢܽĭभಞຊಈ༎ሕތ
փᇂແߘ಄֭اۿϼ۹फ़ρ
֭୷ތـρ֭అሸh
ཋᄥ֭ᆷ၄൦༆ৠᇕਗĭ၄Ⴭ
վҎތٻဪࡍ֭ނಮ၊గቜ߄ປ
ࠋh
ೠ୕వĭᄥॢ߄֭ႝཡ༷ि൛ఖ࢞
Ӣhࣤؿ଼ࡣݞჃॵ֭िĭि൛
ࡎҊ֭ӢؚༀࢬൻҊ֭๏ᅦh
՞Ҋҝࡎ࢞ӢࣱĭಗಫᇛჇସ৷ఖ
Ӣࠋh
ቓᆙ֭ݲ၊ՙఖӢࣤယ൦ҝࡎᄥϠ
֣֭Audaxఖྣվĭᄥଲৢᄥ၊็
ْᄈ਼ຣӶ400ৢ܌ఖྣhଲՙੲ
൘യॡเ߾֦ĭҊࣤ၊ّݭӦܨĭ
֬ૄ߅௲иམĭ࣏ؿചගಮҔ߾ᅦൃ
վሹಞh

uಎେગᔹv
uແՓഇఖ࢞Ӣ൦ޛႽၱၴ֭ൡ౮hᆋ
Ҋ࣏େԜࠪഇঃѱߚగ܌ᇡၱൕĭ
ߖफ़ၣܥ৫ಮĭำѡསᆋ၊୕ࡈ֭
ಮၠݞ50෧ ҝიᄖĭӘ֥ࡺॊ഻֭
ࠋ٢൜hᆋ൦၊ऐ֬hv
ུ֭࢘ၠࣤ൦۹ݡሸ֭ગગhҊ
࣏൦࢞Ӣ֭আಫρނᆈĭߖ༧ߓ߉ᆸஎ
અၣࠫੀѪh
࠳୕వĭތ၊࢞Ӣ൵ि൛ᄥᇣଔఖ
Ӣಈજধ༎ĭ၁ऄ൦ᄥఋᇗ၊ՙ࢞Ӣ
ੲྣᇗĭಲൕਜHengh֚๘Heng
ຣӶਜϠĮҋৈබำĩBrestĪĮϠĭ
әݞ၊బ֭ৢ܌ఖྣĭؠй࣫
ѱि൛ሦଐሹ࠵൦ږ၁फ़ၣቛ֦h
ࡾࡾׁĭि൛ҝࡎ၊ོᄁఖྣĭ
၁൦EPIC Cyclist׃၊અՓഇఖྣᇗ၊
၊໒ຣӶ՞ྕࡎ௩֦જࡒ็ߵఖ
ྣ֭୷Ӣ൵h
ಞఖ֬ૈႽఋӢ൵ঁĭ֔ႌၣແ
ϔ֭൦ሹ࠵Ⴝभྗތସ৷ຣӶᆋᇝᄁ
֎Ӣఖྣh
֭ಮ഻۴စĻ
uҊ္Ⴙჰĭ္ႯჇӏ
൳hv

֭ಮ഻۴စĻ
uబৢᆵྣĭ൛Ⴧቈ༷hv

4 ำ྇
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2013แ಼໕Ꮬ

ᄥ୲৭ఆᄍᇗჵࢳఁၣՓഇڦ༆ၴћ
֭٢൜ແচഷᄫѰߙԜࠪ༩ഷٶĭ൦
ഷᄫ།ࠖࣉĩKDFĪૌ୕ՓഇԜঃ֭
ᇟ္ࠋh2013୕KDF୲৭ఆᄍՓഇྣ
ᄥಎ֣ۺᇗჵഐೊࠍೊᑊׁिᅢĭ
ѱᄤՙ಄֬چඳӶݜhࣤݞKDF߇നԜ
ঃໆჼ߾ໆჼgՓഇվ൘gၴތ܅KDFჼ
ྔ֭܅ীЭѷĭKDFᄥ 50اӎᇗჵ߾ތ
KDF֭Փഇڦ༆ᅢဘഐĭܓԜ֬ഇ
ঃ32ຫ7బჍჵĭᄤԿᇗჵࢳԜঃྕۢh
2013୕KDF֭Փഇڦ༆ᇢԷy၊ِڌ
ධzĭ၊ࣤԣєയൻ߇നಝเ֭ߓႚĭ
Ⴝ֭ഇᄥݯћཋӎތ֭ၴृۓ܅
֩Ļ
u֚୕ऄ൦ӸԷဤݢݞধ֦ྕ
ࡎ௩ĭᄥᆋৢઓ഻ׁۼvhy၊ِڌධz
Ҋ࣏օўਜڻУধྕ଼֭ີݞາĭߖᄗ
ݫሪ഻ࠋ્ൡ၄ධ৮ᆵၱĭۿჭၱሪ
૾ᇡՓݼؐg߂Ђ߂ሁ֭ՓРᆵྗh
ᄥڦ༆ݯћᇗĭҊ࣏Ⴝ߇ቊЎĭߖႽ
ႎ؏gજধቊ֭ᇗჵࢳѧॢ၁၊ҝ
იࣱћĭۻვࠦվᆮԃhफ़༧֭൦ĭ
࣊୕֭ڦ༆ݯћܓႽೠቕy၊ِڌධz
3 ࠋ

ၣ $25,000 ֭ۢࡖЬഇྗಮ൞ћ֬ĭఋ
ᇗഇLim Ah Hoo ༽഻֭Ӷ֬܇ћĭ၁
ದઍလގቜനᇗჵ߾ᄤՙӶແKDFᇗჵ
Փഇݯћ֭ቓۢћӎhՖປĭߖႽቕy
၊ِڌධzٻѡၣәݞ$10,000Ьρྗ
ᆵ൞ћߵh
ૌ၊۹ᇗჵ߾ӎ֭ڦ༆ගପᇡاĭჃщ
྾ᄥ֭݇ׯࢺဘ߾ĭᇉ൘ڦ༆ݯ
ћາາ࣍௯hᄥυஎ࣍ՠ֭
ᇗĭۺᇗჵ߾ᇾϿ٢ߖีԣದ໒ۻ
ՓഇĭႽ֭ᇗჵৠൡ߾ߖልυஎቓނ
֭ۻKD F ݯћၣЂሁԜ֬ۿ
اഇঃĭߖႽᇗჵ߾ᇾϿ٢ೊASPRIᇾ
იKDF৻ખĭာቜՓഇڦ༆ݯ
ћhᆋᇝແഇቓ֭යലದയ
ൻࠟۓތۓh
ྎۓႽᄥᇗჵࢳఁແKDFट
ঃ֭ഇĭၣ ࠫແKD F ڦ܊༆ݯћ
ӎׁ֭ᇗჵৠൡ߾h၁ఁິy၊ِ
ڌධzେແႽഇփধނᄖĭߖେແ
KDFচഷᄫѰߙᆈင࿋഻֭ձ
༘ິhೊݜႽၱᄃႢႽ၊ቕy၊ِڌ

İ࿄

ධzĭແ֭Ѱߙटᅄ၊ڂρྗĭ
फ़ၣიུࢼ৻༪ಲ ܛĭ৻༪ߍא
65592653ĭאႷ luxu@kdf.org.sgh

ಞૈႽᆍໍݢĭ֔୲৭ྕ୕ఁ൦
၊୕ᆵᇗ၊֭၊ՙĭሸ෬ಎҎ֦ఒĭ
ѱϼᄥਧ୷൞മѐ֭ޱh၊્ᇗ
Ҋቈ֭൦ĭਧ୷൞ૈႽେ৷ۻ෬ሸ෬୷
ડྕၑྕཿࢳݞhׁ֖֖Ļ
uࡃ
ૈଲ۹ళĭ၁ૈႽଲᇝ৷hv
ႶჇਧ୷൞ཋᄥ഻֭ࠋތٶ၌ਗٶႶ
ሸ୷ٻĭૈႽ؇৳֭ࣤ࠾େ৷େೊ
֭ቋଣ၊ဪĭମོཅళԕρࡍᇗ֭
ུУhؿ֭ሸ୷ᆞ֭ళҊاĭ၁ۺ
ሹᆶਜሹ࠵֭ࡍĭႁՖҊའᅁࡎ
֭ڽh

Ⴖ
ႶჇਧ୷൞ᅃࣤႽݞᄥҭ֢֭ࣤס
൞ᅃ Ⴝݞᄥ
֢֭
৭ĭဩӶਜ൵ࠗҊമ֭༥݀ĭၣє
၊Ⴝુሙঋєफ़৳৻ખሸ୷h֚
֦ແލҊ॑੶ތሸ୷၊గሆ֭
ޱĭਧ୷൞ዊዊ֩ধĻ
uҊྣδĭ 
ࡍႽᆋુاಮĢཋᄥऄ႓ۆልྗᅾ
ܬሹ࠵֭ݡሸĭؿऄሹ࠵ᅾܬሹ࠵hv

2 0 0 9 ୕ Ԣĭਧ ୷ ൞ᄥഷ ᄫ །ࠖࣉ
ĩKDFĪ઼֭࣎ᇗྗि൛༩ഷᇕਗĭ՞Ֆ
ᆵє൦ଲৢ֭උ६hў൝༧ߓ࣎
઼ᇗྗ֭ߔ࣪ĭ؛ؿሆᄥ֭ࣕۀধ
၁٬Ӑ٢єhਧ୷൞Ҋ࣏ᄥ༩ഷᇗྗࢺ
֦ਜ࿀اႾĭ၁ࠚࠦҝიਜاޛ
KDFഷႾ߾ᇾϿ֭ࠋh

ਧ୷൞ᄥKDFࢬൻ༩ഷᇕਗಞҔශ
୕ĭ֔؛ؿစಗ൦ޛભӑ֭၊ؕ
h֔ႁແႽന߾վᇡ֭ᆮԃĭਧ୷൞
ҔେརႽ֭ۢص၌ਗ࣋๔ĭૌᄍ࣏ྻᆮ
ڹᄇ$200֭།ٶႰhᆋದਧ୷൞େۿ
υྗࢬൻᇕਗĭྻྗݡሸڽҊగ
֭၌ਗٶႰh
ဩـ၊Ϭ෧ĭӑႴ്ࣼࣼĭᄥKDFӐუ
֦୕ત֭ഷᄫѰߙᆈແ།ٶႰႴྗĭۿ
ྗሹ࠵֭၌ਗۻٶሸ୷փধࣤ࠾ڽĭ
၊ོߙᆈശᇈૈႽࡍಮϼᄥമѐh
ᄥᆋ۹ࡍࡍ߄߄ჽ֭ࢳݞᄍڂĭ
Ⴖᇛ֭ఁ࿀၁େແKDF֭ѰߙԶ׆໙
ĭུུ֭ഇऐщׯେփۻۿվ
༘֭ິh
შटঃړཌρྗĭफ़ၣࢄഇঃݞ
֭ۀ၄ߵႷݮႷۻhཟ౮
ᛚKDFັᅧwww.kdf.org.sgh

Ӑૈൡ֭ޱĭਧ୷൞ቓ༧ߓॉא൲
ތᄌञĭႁແେຣಎӮࣗჇञ౮ᇗĭ
ᄨີಗ٘ୀhਾປĭૌ۹ᇣଔਧ୷൞
֭ሸ୷၁߾અੈփ֦ܛ༆ᇗྗೣྗĭ
ؿᆋ၁൦ਧ୷൞്ٻఁֈ֭ྰཅࠋh
ਧ୷൞ಞўཋ֬ၻӐ؇৳ĭ֔ཉ
ಞ٬Ӑय़ິሸ෬֭ϼhᆋ՞ᄥ
ณࠫ୲৭ྕ୕֭ߵၳĭཉؿၦࡶh
ٻར֩Ļ
uĩ୲ݞ৭୕ĪႽ֭ݡሸތ
෬ሸߵ߾ধĭऒᄥࡍჽĭᆤ
൦ಮh֎ޛ֬ݞĭऄ൦၊ོࡍӐ
ҚĭႽࠡggഖތปhv

ၗᏔชညኧषKDF
2013୕8ᄍ22ಸĭഷᄫ།ࠖࣉĩKDFĪ
ᄥ֭н༩ഷᇗྗಫ౮ᅹֈవধ࿘
༥֭ఆ໒ধሹদڕ൞ඈᄅ֭ᇗ࿘഻hࣁ
Ⴖᆋՙ଼֬ؿჃЗ֭ݔᄷ٨ࠗ߾ĭ࿘഻
Ҋ֔େۿയ֭ਜࢻഷජࢸ࠭Ѱĭߖ
फ़ၣ؛ഷᄫ།ݞӹތ༩ഷᇗྗ֭ᄖቜ
၊ธࣰࣶh

ԢҌਜࢻᆵĭཋӎҝܼದ࿘؛
།ႽਜۢۿҲՙ֭࿘༥ތᅯhߐྞ
֭ځ࿘ЬٻӶփ༩ഷᇗྗҝ
ܼhཋӎҝܼҊ࣏ದ࿘େࣕगׁ
ܼһᆤ۹༩ഷݞӹĭ၁༘ິᄥ
ဌࡶᆫѰߙࣤ৭֭༩ഷᇕਗĭେ
؛ᆋོচߙᆈႽތྗܹ֭اۿৠࢻh

၊۹ႽܹKDFࠫఋჹሁལପ֭ؓࣂഝ
िఛਜՖՙ࿘༥ᆵੲĭ၁ದ࿘େۿ
ԑٻਜࢻKDFѰߙ֭౮ঋၣࠫࠖࣉ߾֭
ᇾ္܅ቜᆷᄻĭ՞ؿ൘Ֆՙ࿘٨ھۿၱ
ၴh࣍ࢬሪ֭ࢥ࿘ဎࢋࢄ࿘഻փഷ
ᄫ࠭Ѱތഷᄫ།֭၌࿘ൟࣀh࿘
ূތ֭ࠚࠦҝი݂Դᆤ۹ࢋތջ
ߔࢳĭࠋᄉటٺᜁಡཋӎh

փሪ࿘༥֦֭ഷᄫތ།ྕᆱൕĭ࿘
िྗׁिਜ֭༩ഷᇗྗĭແᆋ
ӎ࿘༥٨ߊ༷ਜბঁ֭ྰᇀڠhቜແ
KDF֭ఋᇗ၊ལሿᇃĭҊؖᇉ৷Ⴧ
ۢ؛૾ݛഷᄫ࠭Ѱ֭ಲൕhݞՖࠗ
߾େიদڕ൞ඈᄅ֭࿘഻ࢬიٻ
རĭ֦ۓຫ϶ྒྷ໖ĭ၁ఁֈ༷
၊ՙᄷ٨h

ၺİ࿄

࿘٨֭ؕࢰم׃ЏছҝܼKDFн༩ഷ
ᇗྗhࣤႶՖవ֭ࣂഝ؛ഷᄫ།Ⴝਜ
2 ำ྇İࠋ
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ࣖ
İқႭᏫ

ૉ၊࣍ĭሪྫ९یढ़ਜ࠳ഺhࡣ଼ׁĭၣ၊छuޛvߵ႓ਜཧၣౕܹ֭ପ݃h
ᄥဌవ֭ᆋ໒ᇾಮ൦79෧֭ਧ连୷ڌ൞hᄥࢬൻ٨֭వ࠳็ĭਧ୷൞ႁແढ़ෑϼྫ९ึؿᄅࡧҸhၠࣤԣ
ᄅਜĭ֔ᆋસѰཉಞಷচನሪh
࠳୕వĭਧ୷൞ႁແࢬ৽็࠳ނब֬മเҊฆඅڣĭၣಈॉਜ၌഻ቛเࡧĭૈའ֦ᆘࣰݜࢺؖಞ൦ഷජࢸĭ၁ᆋҔஅಞ
هཋਜሹ࠵֭Ѱ౮h
Ԫਜഷජࢸĭਧ୷൞၁൦ۢg֑ۢܭՇgଢ଼ෞ֭ۢߙᆈh৭ࣤՙ༚ۊ൵ඔ֭ඨກ၁ૈુ
৷ĭႁՖ྾္ࣁሁܶᅱྣቄĭሙง఼ࡌ֭ޱശᇈ္Ⴐ֦અၝh
ޱശᇈ္Ⴐ֦અၝh
ࣕؿఁĭᄥ༩ഷᇕਗᆵ၁ࣤӐԣཋֶ֭ᆩሙĭ
֭ᆩሙĭਿ്ٻচನhਧ୷൞֩ृۓĻ
uۘ
ि൛༩ഷ֭ޱሙงނޛĭ၊ၔᆩૈႽh
Ⴝhफ़൦ቓࣕ༩ഷ֦ۓ߾ݞᄙପ࿔ĭؿ
٬Ӑৎhاޛޱ၊ߵ֦ࡍऄ֢վඬĭ৽ҜҊԁhᆏ֭൦ૌ༩၊ՙĭॵ၊ՙhv
ਧ୷൞֭ሸ୷ಞྔ߾ׁধߵࢬ්֦༩ഷᇗྗĭ
༩ഷᇗྗĭѱϤυނؠҔिĭ֔վҎٻ
֭൦؇ሹ၊ಮhᆋુ֩Ļ
uऄ්ߵࡍĭ
්ߵࡍĭӐ၁Ҋ߾༷ধh
ӐૈႽಮ֭hv
ሹ՞֭ᅲڗᄥࣕ୕వಈൟᆵĭਧ୷൞є؇ሹऊሆᄥ໒Ⴧ઼࣎౽֭ೠ٤൜
є؇ሹऊሆᄥ໒Ⴧ઼࣎౽֭ೠ٤൜
ৢh֭ྣಞߗબĭ֔ೊ೩ׁg༩ၑֱ֎֭ࡍ༈ൡሹྣЏϿh
ֱ֎֭ࡍ༈ൡሹྣЏϿhՖ
ປĭ৽ೠҜ൦ሹ࠵ሡЩ֭h
ਧ୷൞ႊࠦແ௺ĭᇂԁශ֩֎֭Қᦅĭ
ᦅĭૌ็અߘሪᇺఋᇗ၊֩ĭ
ᇺ၊ؠԁഐҜhؿᄥ྾္༩ഷ֭ޱĭശᇈ္၊վᄲऄि൛ሡЩĭ
ശᇈ္၊վᄲऄि൛ሡЩĭ
Ҕେধ֬ࠫsսЏtҜ֦༩ഷᇗྗhނᄥቛ֭ٞғਠႶਧ୷൞֭
ቛ֭ٞғਠႶਧ୷൞֭
୷ڽـᄻׯఁҘડĭѱ්֦ࡍĭэ૯ਧ୷൞྾္؇ሹປԣડҚh
൞྾္؇ሹປԣડҚh
দڕ൞ඈᄅ࿘഻࿘٨
KDFĭ؛།ݞӹތ
༩ഷᇗྗ֭ᄖቜ၊ธ
ࣰࣶh

2fࠋ

࣊୕ᄍĭଈ࢞
Ӣఖ൞ࢄ՞ྕࡎ௩ఖ
າજধ༎ĭແKDF
Ԝଧഇঃh
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